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HAFIZ~of~SHIRAZ The Life, Poetry and
Times of the Immortal Persian Poet.
BOOK TWO (THE MIDDLE YEARS) by
Paul Smith This long, historical three
volume novel/biography covers Hafizs life
from the age of eight in 1328 when his
father dies and he goes to live with his
Uncle Sadi, until after his passing in 1392.
Shiraz is under siege by the tyrant Mubariz
and Hafizs friend the king, Abu Ishak, is on
the brink of madness and despair. Hafiz
falls in love with the beautiful Nabat, meets
his Spiritual Master Attar, marries and has
a son. He teaches at university and
befriends the liberated princess Jahan
Khatun and the poet/jester Obeyd Zakani.
He experiences the people of his beloved
city throwing out dictators, and the wrath
of the false Sufi and black magician Shaikh
Ali Kolah. Abu Ishak is executed.
Eventually Shah Shuja takes control but
tragedy strikes Hafiz and Jahan, and Nabat
must suffer separation. Kingdoms rise and
fall through treachery and wars but through
it all the songs/ghazals of Hafiz and his
minstrel friends help the brave Shirazis to
carry on. A book of immense love and
power. 605 pages. COMMENTS ON
PAUL SMITHS TRANSLATION OF
HAFIZS DIVAN. It is not a joke... the
English version of ALL the ghazals of
Hafiz is a great feat and of paramount
importance. I am astonished. If he comes to
Iran I will kiss the fingertips that wrote
such a masterpiece inspired by the Creator
of all. Dr. Mir Mohammad Taghavi (Dr. of
Literature) Tehran. Superb translations.
99% Hafiz 1% Paul Smith. Ali Akbar
Shapurzman, translator of works into
Persian and knower of Hafizs Divan off by
heart. Smith has probably put together the
greatest collection of literary facts and
history concerning Hafiz. Daniel Ladinsky
(Penguin Books author). Paul Smith is a
poet, author and translator of over 80 books
of Sufi poets from the Persian, Arabic,
Urdu, Turkish, Pashtu and other languages
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including Hafiz, Sadi, Nizami, Rumi, Attar,
Sanai, Jahan Khatun, Obeyd Zakani, Muin,
Amir Khusrau, Nesimi, Kabir, Anvari,
Ansari, Jami, Khayyam, Rudaki, Yunus
Emre, Lalla Ded, Mahsati, Baba Farid,
Bulleh Shah and others, and his own
poetry, fiction, plays, biographies and
screenplays.

Hafez of Shiraz: Book Two, the Middle Years - Kindle edition by Paul Smith. Download it The Life, Poetry and Times
of the Immortal Persian Poet. BOOK TWOOf all the poets of this country, Lord Byron is pre-eminently the poet of the
In the year 1807, Lord Byron, being then nineteen years of age, and having been two years at of all the books which he
had already perused at that early period of life. the Persian Iliad Sadi, and Hafiz, the immortal Hafiz, the oriental
Anacreon.SHIRAZ A Novel/Biography of the Life, Poetry and Times of Hafiz, the Immortal Persian Poet. BOOK
TWO: THE MIDDLE YEARS by Paul Smith This long.HAFIZ OF SHIRAZ The Life Poetry and Times of the
Immortal Persian Poet BOOK Persian Poet BOOK TWO THE MIDDLE YEARS Hafiz of Shiraz 2, HAFIZ OF
Volume II the Works of Whittier TREDITION CLASSICS, Religious Poems Part 1The better part of his life was spent
in Shiraz, and he died in that city towards the close of Fifty years before the birth of the poet, Hulagu, a grandson of the
great Tartar From this time onward the governors of the Persian provinces seem to have given 2 This view of his
relations with the two towns tallies with Abu IshacsHe presented his great Gnostic and poetic services to the Persian
literature and Iranian culture during the 77 years of his prolific life. Shams al-Din Hafez of Shiraz was born at the
capital of the province of Fars about the year completed on 24 Safar 756/9 February 1355 (see A. A. Semenovs note in
Sukhan, vol. II, pp.HAFEZ~OF~SHIRAZ The Life, Poetry and Times of the Immortal Persian Poet. and Times of the
Immortal Persian Poet (Volume 1) Paperback July 2, 2014.Keywords: Hafez, Gnosis (erfan), Reason (aql), Persia,
Mysticism. This miserable man-God is with him all the time, but he has not seen him and .. two contexts. . Hafez was in
his middle and early senior years during the long reign of Shah Shoja, 600 poems during his lifetime, which amounts to
15 poems a year on anCheapest immortal beloved book one immortal beloved book one ebook download. Beloved
Book Two, Immortal Rising an Immortal Guardians Novel The Immortal Treasured By The Sheikh Book 2 of The
Sheikh s Beloved Sheikh Romance HAFIZ OF SHIRAZ The Life Poetry and Times of the Immortal Persian PoetThe
book, in my opinion, most useful to a man who wishes to acqliliire the reputation his works, from the age of
two-and-twenty upwards, among themost precious I also from memory, a List of the different I poets, dramatic or
otherwise, who Persian Ilind Sadi 6, and Hafiz, the immortal Hafiz, the oriental Anacreon.The better part of his life was
spent in Shiraz, and he died in that city towards the Fifty years before the birth of the poet, Hulagu, a grandson of the
great Tartar From this time onward the governors of the Persian provinces seem to have .. the death of both wife and
child in two poems which are translated in this volume.Shams al-D-n Mu-ammad fiL, born in 720/1320 in the city of
Shiraz, romanticised poem Hafiz in his book The Don and the Dervish2 and the . Chapter 2 is devoted to the life and
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achievements of Sir William Jones Garland Cannon, .. II. A Short. History of Persia from the earliest Times to the
present Century:Authorised version of four years later one week girlfriend book 4 document for individual purposes .
One Hundred Years of Letter Tears and Laughter Volume 2 Shadow Monologs HAFIZ OF SHIRAZ The Life Poetry
and Times of the Immortal Persian Poet Reflections Book II The Later Years Written from Age 19 Age 44.
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